There is a long term debate in literature about the exergy of blackbody radiation (BBR). Most authors contributing to this dispute used classical thermodynamics arguments. The objective of this paper is to propose a statistical thermodynamics approach. This gives new perspectives to previous results. Four simple statistical microscopic models are used to derive BBR exergy. They consist of combinations of quantum and classical descriptions of the state occupation number and entropy, respectively. In all four cases the BBR exergy (or exergy flux density) is given by the internal energy (or energy flux density) times an efficiency-like factor containing the environment temperature and the blackbody radiation temperature. One shows that Petela-Landsberg-Press efficiency is the "exact" result while the Jeter (Carnot) efficiency corresponds to the classical approximation. Other two (new) approximate efficiency-like factors are also reported.
Introduction
There is a long term debate in literature about the exergy of blackbody radiation. Three efficiency-like factors affecting the internal energy were proposed and defended in this context [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Among these, there is the Jeter (Carnotlike) factor [5] and the Petela-Landsberg-Press efficiency factor [1, 3, 4] . This problem is reiterated from time to time with different arguments pro or against one or the other, (for early and recent reviews see [6] [7] [8] [9] ).
In this paper the exergy of blackbody radiation is derived * E-mail: badescu@theta.termo.pub.ro ab-initio by using a simple, explicit, statistical thermodynamic approach. One shall prove that any one of the previously proposed exergy relationships is compatible with a precisely defined set of microscopic assumptions. This makes possible a clear distinction between the "exact" and the approximate results.
Exergy of enclosed blackbody radiation
A (fixed in space) volume V containing blackbody radiation is considered now. N( ) denotes the number of photons in V with energy between and + , which is given by the product between the number of energy states 
4. Helmholtz free energy
( ) and the state occupation number ( ):
The number of energy states of enclosed blackbody radiation is given by:
where is the speed of light,¯ ≡ /(2π) and is Planck's constant. Two ways of describing the system are considered now. They may be seen as models of different degrees of approximation. In the first approach, the system is roughly described as consisting of classical particles (boltzons). A second, more exact description assumes the system consists of bosons. The two descriptions correspond to the classical (Wien) and the quantum (Planck) energy state occupation number, respectively:
In Eqs. (3)- (4) T is the temperature of enclosed thermal radiation. The number of particles N in volume V and the blackbody radiation (internal) energy U is obtained after integration over all energy levels. The entropy S of the particles inside the volume V is defined in Eq. (line 3, column 0) of Table 1 . Boltzons and bosons are distinguishable and non-distinguishable particles, respectively. Thus, two Table 3 . Efficiency-like factor η X entering Eq. (7) for four statistical approaches. In square brackets are shown the results for → ∞ in Table   2 . They are the Petela-Landsberg-Press and Jeter (Carnot) efficiencies (line 1 and 4, respectively).
Statistical approach
T different functions ( ( )) may be used here, depending on the statistics adopted:
(Bose statistics) (6) Both functions in Eqs. (5) and (6) apply to general nonequilibrium states. Four combined statistical approaches are possible. The first (say quantum-quantum) approach associates the Table 4 . Quantities related to the flux of property Ξ (which may be the number of particles N, the energy U and the entropy S). Property spectral flux density
property units m 2 Table 5 . Flux properties of isotropic blackbody radiation. Various integrals are defined in Table 2 and the constant C is given by Eq. (9) when hemispherical fluxes are considered.
0. Quantity and symbol
4. Helmholtz free energy flux density,
(quantum) Planck-like occupation number ( ) given by Eq. (4) (6) and (5), respectively. These are approximations too.
Various thermodynamic quantities evaluated by using all four statistical approaches are shown in lines 1 to 7 of Table 1 . There, the notation in Table 2 has been used.
A few comments about the results of Table 1 Table 1 . The state equations in line 6 of Table 1 look similar to other simple Bose systems where potential energy is neglected.
The mean energy¯ per particle inside the volume V is obtained from the equations in lines 1 and 2 in Table 1 .
In the case of using the quantum occupation number one finds:¯ = U/N = ( 3 / 2 )( T ) = 2 701( T ). When the classical occupation number is considered,¯ = U/N = ( 3 / 2 )( T ) = 3( T ), which is expected.
The exergy is generally defined as the maximum work extractable from a system by bringing it to mechanical, thermal and chemical equilibrium with the environment. The environment (subscript 0) is defined as consisting of Figure 1 . Dependence of the four efficiency-like factors in Table   3 on the ratio between the temperature T 0 of the environment and the radiation temperature T . The case → ∞ in Table 2 has been considered. PLP -PetelaLandsberg-Press.
given constituents of chemical potentials µ 0 ( = 1 ) in equilibrium at pressure 0 and temperature T 0 . The list of the environment constituents and their composition is adopted by convention, sometimes in relation with the average Earth's crust composition. In practice most exergy calculations are based on the "reference environment" published in [10] but several other reference environments are also used. The chemical equilibrium condition is not trivial in the present case. The environment is simply defined as blackbody radiation at temperature T 0 (its pressure 0 is a unique function of T 0 ; see equations in line 5 of Table  1 ). The same way of defining the environment has been always used in the past when the exergy of blackbody radiation was evaluated (see [8] ). The system exergy X is the maximum theoretical amount of work that can be produced as the system reaches the dead state [11] , (p. 75):
where U 0 S 0 and V 0 are the dead state extensive properties of the system. Use of equations in lines 2, 3 and 5 of Table 1 for T = T 0 shows that dead state Gibbs free energy G 0 ≡ U 0 − T 0 S 0 + 0 V 0 = 0, which is expected for a system with zero chemical potential. Then, usage of Eq. (7) and equations in lines 2, 3 and 5 in Table 1 yields, for all the four statistical approaches, the exergy under the unique form
where the efficiency-like factors η X are defined in Table 3 . The efficiency-like factor η X affecting the internal energy in Eq. (7) contains the environment and radiation temperatures. In most cases this efficiency factor is different from the usual Carnot factor appearing in the exergy of heat. The Petela-Landsberg-Press efficiency is obtained in the quantum-quantum approach (line 1 of Table 3 ). The Jeter (Carnot) efficiency is obtained in the classical-classical approximation (line 4 of Table 3 ). Two intermediate approximations in lines 2 and 3 of Table 3 correspond to the quantum-classical and classical-quantum approximations, respectively.
It is important to note that in the quantum-quantum approach, the available work factor (line 1 in Table 3 ) is always positive (as it must be from a thermodynamic point of view), whenever T is higher or lower than T 0 , and is zero only for T = T 0 . The fact that the available work factor exceeds unity for T < T 0 /4 1/3 ≈ T 0 /1 587restricts somewhat the usage of this result. This is in agreement with previous knowledge [1] . These features are kept in part by the classical-quantum approximation (line 3 in Table 3) but are not fulfilled by the other two approximation results. In the usual case (T > T 0 ), all the four efficiencylike factors are positive and decrease by increasing the ratio T 0 /T , as expected (Fig. 1) . When radiation at temperature lower than the environment temperature is considered, the available work factors behave differently. Two of them (i.e. the quantum-classical and classical-classical approximations) predict negative values. The other two factors predict positive values, which may exceed unity for large enough values of the ratio T 0 /T . These facts makes questionable the usage of all the four formulas in the case T < T 0 . The way of approximating the state occupation number has rather weak influence on the efficiency η X (compare the classical-quantum case and the quantum-quantum case, respectively, in Fig. 1 ). Taking account of particles non-distinguishability through the entropy expression has a much more significant consequence on η X .
Exergy of free thermal radiation
A simple statistical model of free blackbody radiation follows. It is inspired by the usual non-equilibrium thermodynamics treatment of non-interacting particles fluxes where intensive parameters such as (effective) temperature, pressure and chemical potential are still in use. Definitions for the most important flux quantities used in this paper are shown in Table 4 where θ and are incidence and azimuth angles, respectively, while Ω is the solid angle covered by all directions of photons of energy with velocity (see section 13.9 in [12] and chapter 4 in [13] ). Isotropic hemispherical radiation fluxes are considered here in the laboratory reference system. Use of equations in Table 4 allows writing the flux density J Ξ of a certain extensive property Ξ as follows:
Some flux properties of blackbody radiation are shown in Table 5 . There, the coefficient C is defined by
Equations in lines 1 and 2 of Table 5 show that, for all four statistical approaches, the particle number flux and the energy flux of blackbody radiation are proportional to the third and forth power of the effective temperature T , respectively. Use of Eq. (8) twice, for Ξ ≡ U and for Ξ ≡ X , respectively, yields:
where the new efficiency-like factor η J X is given by
Another derivation of Eq. (10) may be found in Appendix. Equation (11) shows that the same efficiency-like factors of Table 3 apply to both enclosed and free blackbody radiation. However, this is not true in the very unusual case of an anisotropic environment radiation subtending a solid angle Ω 0 smaller than the solid angle Ω subtended by the radiation source. Also, Eq. (11) is valid for nonhemispherical radiation sources obeying Ω ≤ Ω 0 ≤ 2π but the constant C entering Table 5 is given by Eq. Table 3 ). Under this approximation the blackbody radiation performs like heat. This is consistent with the vanishing pressure (see Eq. (5,4) of Table 1 for → ∞ in Table 2 ) and with the vanishing Helmholtz free energy flux (see Eq. (4,4) of Table 5 for → ∞ in Table 2 ).
Conclusions
Four statistical models were used to compute the exergy of blackbody radiation. They consist of combinations of quantum and classical descriptions of the state occupation number and of the entropy, respectively. Equations (7) and (10) are important findings of this paper. They show that the exergy (or the exergy flux density) of blackbody radiation is given by the internal energy (or the energy flux density) times an efficiency-like factor η X (or η J X ) containing the environment temperature and the blackbody radiation temperature. Table 3 contains relationships to compute η X in cases for all four approaches considered in this paper. The problem if Eqs. (7) and (10) are valid for spectra different from that of a blackbody is not considered here. Our work shows that any exergy expression previously derived under the framework of thermodynamics is compatible with a precisely defined set of microscopic assumptions. The Petela-Landsberg-Press efficiency is compatible with a pure quantum (-quantum) approach while the Jeter (Carnot) efficiency corresponds to the classical (-classical) approximation. Other two approximate efficiencies are reported in lines 2 and 3 of Table 3 .
